OFFSHORE SPINNING DRAG PERFORMANCE
OFS4500
OFS5500
OFS6500
OFS7500
OFS8500
OFS9500
MAX DRAG

OFS4500 | OFS5500 | OFS6500 | OFS7500 | OFS8500 | OFS9500

Spinning

OFS4500

OFS5500

OFS6500

WEIGHT:
26.0 oz.
RETRIEVE RATE: 34.9 in.

WEIGHT:
26.8 oz.
RETRIEVE RATE: 37.9 in.

WEIGHT:
31.2 oz.
RETRIEVE RATE: 34.3 in.

OFS7500

OFS8500

OFS9500

WEIGHT:
32.0 oz.
RETRIEVE RATE: 36.6 in.

WEIGHT:
37.9 oz.
RETRIEVE RATE: 40.2 in.

WEIGHT:
38.9 oz.
RETRIEVE RATE: 42.7 in.

OFFSHORE SPINNING LINE CAPACITIES
OFS4500

4.7:1

250 yds. / 20 lb.

300 yds. / 50 lb.

OFS5500

4.7:1

320 yds. / 20 lb.

375 yds. / 50 lb.

OFS6500

4.4:1

575 yds. / 12 lb.

400 yds. / 50 lb.

OFS7500

4.4:1

480 yds. / 15 lb.

356 yds. / 65 lb.

OFS8500

4.4:1

540 yds. / 20 lb.

400 yds. / 65 lb.

OFS9500

4.4:1

600 yds. / 20 lb.

470 yds. / 65 lb.
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OVERSIZED MULTI-STACK OFFSHORE DRAG SYSTEM
Fin-Nor’s Offshore spinning reels feaure up to 10 carbon fiber,
aluminum and stainless steel drag washers that are designed
specifically to handle the ocean’s biggest fish.

™

True Offshore
Performance. . .For
Spin Fishermen.
Quality spinning is the
mainstay of saltwater
fishing – be it from the
shore or from a boat –
spinning tackle is the most
popular saltwater reel
offering. Today, one of the
fastest growing trends in
fishing is the targeting of
big fish on spin gear.

Forged Aluminum Spool

Teardrop Line Slider with Oversized Roller

Stainless Steel Main and Pinion Gears

Offshore’s strong aluminum spool has both a water
dam and sealed drag, and an advanced spool lip for
longer casting. You’ll get maximum results whether
fishing heavy monofilament or braided lines.

Advanced teardrop line slider and
contoured arm lever and hood
reduce the chance of line hang-ups
and the computer balanced rotor
makes for smooth retrieves.

Solid stainless steel main gear and
machined stainless pinion gear have
oversized teeth and are double-supported
with oversized bearings. Offshore reels
keep their perfect alignment even under
heavy drag loads and extended fish battles.

For fishermen who want
to use spinning instead of
heavier, more
cumbersome conventional
reels, Fin-Nor Offshore is
the ideal choice. Braided
lines, stronger rods and
new baits spurred our
engineers to develope
new technologies, and
experiment with new, hightech materials.
Offshore spinning reels are
built to allow anglers to go
after tarpon, tuna, big
sharks and even billfish
without worrying about
equipment failure. Our
OFS9500 offers the
largest line capacity for a
spinning reel.

Learn more at
www.finnorfishing.com.

Oversized Steel Center Shaft

Aluminum Body, Side Plate and Rotor

Oversized Carbon Fiber Drag

Ergonomic Handle Knob

Offshore’s strong center shaft is made of
stainless steel and supported at the top
and bottom for rigid support and high-load
capability.

Strong aluminum body and rotor keep the reel
from twisting or flexing even under load. Patented
computer rotor design creates perfect balance.
Special anti-corrosion protection has been added
to the outside – and inside – of the reel to help
protect it from the damage that can occur in a
harsh saltwater environment.

Oversized multi-stack carbon fiber drag washers
are water sealed for protection and allow Offshore
to have tremendous drag range and dissipate heat
better during long fish-fighting battles. Smoothrunning and able to handle heavy drag loads
assure that Offshore is a unique reel able to handle
huge fish.

This comfortable easy to use handle knob is
supported with an oversized handle harm and
shaft leading into a sealed handle. You’ll have
confidence fishing with this solid connection.

